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Parts 10, 11 & 12 The storm is here. Will it
rip apart their fated fusion? Now that Reece
Richards and Emmalina Crist have exposed the
Consortium to the globe, they’re bracing for
the organization’s full reprisal, undoubtedly
led by Faline Garand. The woman, infamously
obsessed with Reece, can’t be happy about the
lovers’ worldwide announcement. But an
engagement doesn’t mean instant plans of
white lace and roses for Bolt and his lady,
especially when a key member of Team Bolt
goes rogue and destroys half of downtown LA.
Taking down his former friend is a harrowing
nightmare for Reece, worsened by a shocking
discovery that takes its toll in sickening
ripples… Including Reece’s own psyche. With
her man lost in a fathomless darkness, Emma
can no longer stand on the sidelines. Pushing
past her fears, she takes the fight straight
to Faline’s turf—but the risk is huge, and so
are the consequences. There’s no turning
back. The storm has broken, and the landscape
of Reece and Emma’s relationship will be
forever transformed. Can they fuse once more,
coming together in love to survive the blast?
THE BEST-SELLING SUPERHERO SERIES IS NOW
AVAILABLE AS A COLLECTION. Gary Karkofsky has
always wanted to be a supervillain. Ever
since his infamous brother was killed an
antihero, he's secretly yearned to gain
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powers and take over the world. Gary gets his
chance when the magical cloak of recently
deceased superhero, the Nightwalker, is
delivered right to his doorstep. But is he
evil enough to be a supervillain? What will
his wife think? Follow Gary as he becomes
Merciless: The Supervillain without MercyTM.
Gary will finds himself bouncing from one
insane situation to another. Whether its
recruiting his ex-girlfriend and a washed up
mastermind as henchmen, fighting against
villains like the Ice Scream Man, escaping
from moon prisons, dealing with zombie
apocalypses, or working against the insane
President of the United States—Gary is always
just barely keeping his head above water. But
maybe the world's worst supervillain can be
its best hero. Or at least a passable one.
With this landmark series, bestselling author
R. A. Salvatore introduced fantasy readers
around the globe to an astonishing new world.
As the DemonWars Saga unfolds over these
first three books, two intrepid young heroes
must confront the dark tides of destiny in an
epic search for justice and peace. This eBook
bundle includes: THE DEMON AWAKENS THE DEMON
SPIRIT THE DEMON APOSTLE A great evil has
awakened in the land of Corona: a demon
determined to spread death and misery. His
goblin armies and fearsome giants ravage the
settlements of the frontier, and in the small
village of Dundalis their merciless attack
leaves behind two shattered orphans: Pony and
her lifelong friend Elbryan. Taken in by
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elves, Elbryan is raised to become a
formidable ranger—a fateful role that will
lead him into harrowing confrontation.
Meanwhile, on a far-off island, a shower of
gemstones falls onto the black sand shores.
These heaven-sent stones carry within them an
incredible power—the key to all that is good
and all that is evil in the world. Now it’s
up to one young monk to liberate them from
the corrupt monastery that harvests them.
Pray that they don’t fall into the wrong,
clawed hands. Praise for the DemonWars Saga
“An enthralling epic adventure story, it
introduces memorable characters and an
intricate scheme of magic the readers won’t
soon forget.”—Terry Brooks, on The Demon
Awakens “A new classic! Wonderfully told!
Fans will love it!”—Troy Denning, New York
Times bestselling author of Star Wars:
Crucible, on The Demon Awakens “Absorbing . .
. one of the finest books yet in Salvatore’s
prolific career.”—Publishers Weekly, on The
Demon Spirit “Unforgettable . . . another
rousing and masterful DemonWars adventure . .
. a must-read for all fans of Salvatore’s
work.”—Realms of Fantasy, on The Demon
Apostle
Working the night shift at a five-star hotel
in downtown Los Angeles, I get my fair share
of weirdos. But none of them prepared me for
the night I met Bolt. He saved my life. Now,
he's my super hero--the hunk I'm yearning to
thank in more creative ways than a damn kiss
on the cheek. Too bad he's actually Reece
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Richards, my full-on nerd of a real-life
boss. He's got some commitment issues thanks
to his evil ex and global empire--and from
having to save the city from a maniac out to
destroy everything he loves. But there's
something that just may interfere with all
those plans. My heart.
The Demon Awakens - The Demon Spirit - The
Demon Apostle
Shark's Edge
The Supervillainy Saga, Volume One
Benjamin Franklin And His Fabulous Kite
Misadventures with a Super Hero

A baseball strike puts one of the sport’s star players in the
hospital—and agent Dave Bolt on the hunt for his assailant.
When baseball's biggest rising star, Willie Hesketh, declares
he is going to cross the picket line to play the game he loves,
someone doesn't agree. Before Willie even has a chance to
arrive at the battle, four thugs with bats waylay him. Now
Willie is laid up in the hospital with a slim chance of walking
again. All he knows is that he believes he put out the eye of
one of the goons and he begs Dave Bolt to get revenge. It is a
twisty road through the maze of managers, union leaders and
players, but sports agent Bolt has a map . . . one that leads
straight to a one-eyed man.
Collects FF #6-11.
Over 500 pages of monsters, myths and murder! Plus, a sneak
peek at book three, The Medusa Coin. Follow Detective Greg
Loren and Soriya Greystone as they hunt the most dangerous
creatures of myth and legend down the shadowy streets of
Portents. >>>SIGNS OF PORTENTS Portents is a city like no
other—and one that Detective Greg Loren can’t wait to escape.
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Since his wife’s death years earlier, Loren has looked forward
to the moment he can leave the city of Portents for good—and
never look back. But fate has another plan for Loren. Called
back to duty, Loren finds himself embroiled in a series of
murders that has shaken the city. Together with Soriya
Greystone, a young woman with unearthly powers, Loren must
work quickly to find the otherworldly being that is killing
citizens of Portents one at a time. Loren is tasked with
deciphering the mysterious signs left at each of the crime
scenes…even if it means traveling to worlds not his own to do
so. >>>TALES FROM PORTENTS Six tales of monsters, the
dead rising, and the terrors of Portents. The beasts Detective
Loren and Soriya Greystone battled in Lou Paduano’s debut
book Signs of Portents were just a hint of what lurks in the
city. Tales from Portents explores the city’s immersive
history, including stories of Loren’s descent after his wife’s
death—and his opportunity to have her rise from the grave.
Among the pages, Soriya battles gremlins, navigates lessons
with Mentor, and meets the werewolf Luchik. Follow new
characters with expansive histories as they come face to face
with the horrors of Portents—both human and otherwise. From
the Greystone Collection, Tales from Portents navigates the
cases that make even Detective Loren lie awake at night.
>>>THE MEDUSA COIN Get a sneak peek at the third book
in the Greystone series!
The Superhero's Son returns in a brand new adventure!
Eighteen-year-old Kevin Jason (Bolt) wants respect. Despite
saving the world more times then he can count, older
superheroes still treat him like a kid. Not helping matters is his
own impulsive nature, which gets him into trouble as often as
it helps him save lives. Respect from his fellow superheroes
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becomes the last thing on his mind, however, when an
infamous serial killer makes him his next target. This serial
killer specializes in killing superhumans and he won't give up
until Bolt is dead. Now Bolt must find and stop this serial
killer before he strikes again, a seemingly impossible task
when Bolt doesn't even know who he is. But if Bolt can't stop
the serial killer, being treated like a kid by his fellow
superheroes will be the least of his problems. KEYWORDS:
superhero action fiction, superhero fantasy, superhero fiction
novel, superhero science fiction, superhero scifi, superhero
young adult, superhero city, superhero books, superhero
action, superhero books for kids, superheroes, cool
superheroes, action adventure books, superhero action
adventure books, action adventure fiction, superhero action
adventure fiction, young adult action adventure, action
adventure young adult, free superhero books, free action
adventure books, free young adult books, free coming of age
books, free young adult thrillers
The Wounded Shadow (The Darkwater Saga Book #3)
The Last Days of Diaxophas: Book One of the Saga of
Diaxophas
A Novel in Three Parts
Greystone Box Set Vol. 1
Abbott: 1973
Bolt Of Fate
Parts 7, 8 & 9 While Reece Richards and Emmalina
Crist play out their romance in the global public eye as
superhero Bolt and his beautiful ladylove, they keep
their biggest secret to themselves. Even if the lunatics
of the Consortium have gone underground along with
their leader, the cold-blooded Faline, Reece and Emma
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know the criminals could resurface at any time and
threaten everything about the new life they’re building
together. But secrets take on new meanings when a
night of glamour and celebration exposes old
wounds—and new dangers. When Reece uncovers
evidence that there may be a connection between his
family and the Consortium’s insane experiments, his
quest for answers leads him, Emma, and the rest of
Team Bolt to Paris. In the City of Light, truths are
exposed and a trap is set, leading to a clash in the
city’s caverns that permanently alters everything for
Reece and Emma—and reveals that no superpower on
earth is more potent than the pulse of their true love.
A WAR FOR THE SOUL OF DETROIT. Elena Abbott is one
of Detroit’s toughest reporters—and after defeating the
dark forces that murdered her husband, she’s focused
on the most important election in the city’s history. But
when someone uses dark magic to sabotage the
campaign of the prospective first Black mayor of
Detroit, it becomes clear to Abbott that the
supernatural conspiracy in her city is even greater than
she ever imagined. Now Abbott must exhaust all her
abilities as a reporter and a supernatural savior to
rescue Detroit—but at what cost to her own life?
In this first book of a trilogy, see an Earth-like planet
and its population shaped by I AM (God) to perform a
special task. I AM, An Alternate Saga of Biblical
Proportions takes readers to a world where some very
bad things happen, as a determined I AM shapes
mankind into the most ruthless of warriors. Who better
than Humans to wage war upon the Empire of Satan?
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Meet the players: Clan MacLee who rebuilds their
community after a devastating flood; the evil Order of
Ra who control the world by shaping its leaders with
drugs and debauchery; and the Sisters of the Khan,
whose ancient sorority dictates all large-scale farming.
The primary sport is long-boat rowing, which develops
the huge powerful shoulders needed to perform I AM's
task. It also ties up a large portion of the world's
economy in wagering on races. The tale is an oral
history being recited four thousand years into the
future. The students hearing it are Cactus Monkeys,
one of the original sentient species inhabiting this
planet. Be aware of this novel's violence, sensuality,
and religious controversy. About the Author: Galen H.
Mullis is a native New Mexican, Navy veteran, thespian,
avid balloonist, and Jack of all trades. "Lying in the
hospital trying to survive a major heart attack, I was
granted a vision of this wondrous story. I sat in
amazement as words flowed from my fingertips. This
story was truly inspired by something beyond my
humble understanding of the universe." Publisher's
website: http: //sbpra.com/galenhmullis
"Chippendale's . . . obsessively detailed [comics] feel
like [they've] been shot straight from his brain onto the
page." -Village Voice Puke Force is social satire written
dark and dense across Brian Chippendale's
deconstructed multiverse of walking, talking M&Ms,
hamsters, and cycloptic-yet-glamorous trivia hosts. In
scathingly funny single-page strips that build and build,
he takes on social media narcissism, governmental
propaganda, racism, and a culture of violence,
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skewering the malice of the right and the hypocrisies of
the left. A bomb explodes in a coffee shop: the incident
is played out over and over again from the perspective
of each table in the shop, revisiting moments from ten
and twenty years before. We see the inevitable as the
characters bicker or celebrate, unaware of what's
coming. Throughout this dystopic graphic novel,
Chippendale uses humor and a frantic drawing style to
show how the insidious nature of corporate greed and
the commodification of everything have warped society
into a killing machine. Sardonic and self-aware, Puke
Force asks all the right questions, providing a startling
and on-point take on contemporary social issues.
Chippendale's artwork makes each panel a
masterpiece of thrumming linework and lo-fi magic, as
his storytelling wends and winds its way to a
fascinating conclusion.
Home Free
The Shock of Night (The Darkwater Saga Book #1)
Surge: Bolt Saga: Volume Five
Bolt
Guardian Heir
Hard Time

Every schoolchild in America knows that
Benjamin Franklin flew a kite during a
thunderstorm in the summer of 1752.
Electricity from the clouds above traveled
down the kite's twine and threw a spark from
a key that Franklin had attached to the string.
He thereby proved that lightning and
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electricity were one. What many of us do not
realize is that Franklin used this
breakthrough in his day's intensely
competitive field of electrical science to
embarrass his French and English rivals. His
kite experiment was an international event
and the Franklin that it presented to the
world—a homespun, rural philosopherscientist performing an immensely important
and dangerous experiment with a child's
toy—became the Franklin of myth. In fact,
this sly presentation on Franklin's part so
charmed the French that he became an
irresistible celebrity when he traveled there
during the American Revolution. The crowds
and the journalists, and the ladies, cajoled the
French powers into joining us in our fight
against the British. What no one has
successfully proven until now—and what few
have suggested—is that Franklin never flew
the kite at all. Benjamin Franklin was an
enthusiastic hoaxer. And with the electric
kite, he performed his greatest hoax. As
Tucker shows, it was this trick that may have
won the American Revolution.
Could his past be the key to her future? Even
optimists have bad days, but Raegan Tavish’s
streak has lasted for weeks. The rising star of
fashion stylists is dealing with both a bad
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break-up and a creative slump, so apartment
sitting for her lovebird friends feels like a way
to realign karma—until fate has its say. As
soon as Bastien De Leon steps out of the giant
wardrobe in his brother’s master bedroom,
Raegan knows what kind of complication has
just struck her life. The cabinet is no normal
piece of imposing furniture. It’s a time travel
device, and it’s just brought this stunning
warrior forward by over two hundred years.
But why? On a quest to return Bastien back to
the time in which he belongs, Raegan already
knows she will be forever changed by this
arrogant duke and his irresistible passions.
But what if Bastien’s intrusion isn’t just a
visit? What if this man is here to awaken
something new inside her…and change the
course of her existence forever?
Misadventures is a romantic series of spicy
standalone novels, each written or co-written
by some of the best names in romance. The
stories are scandalous, refreshing, and, of
course, incredibly sexy. They’re the perfect
bedside read, a ‘quick blush’ for the reader
who loves a page-turning romance.
Award-Winner Carr Delivers Latest in Fantasy
Saga Victory over the dark forces during the
feast of Bas-solas should have guaranteed
safety for the continent. Instead, Willet and
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the rest of the Vigil discover they've been
outsmarted by those seeking to unleash the
evil that inhabits the Darkwater. Jorgen, the
member of the Vigil assigned to Frayel, has
gone missing, and new attacks have struck at
the six kingdoms' ability to defend
themselves. Just when the Vigil thought they
had quenched the menace from their enemy
in Collum, a new threat emerges: assassins
hunting the Vigil, men and women who
cannot be seen until it's too late. The orders
of the church and the rulers of the kingdoms,
fearing the loss of the Vigil's members
altogether, have decided to take them into
protective custody to safeguard their gift. On
Pellin's orders, the Vigil scatters, leaving
Willet to be taken prisoner by the church in
Bunard. In the midst of this, Willet learns of
the murder of an obscure nobleman's
daughter by one of the unseen assassins. Now
he must escape his imprisonment and brave
the wrath of the church to find the killer in
order to turn back this latest threat to the
northern continent.
Parts 4, 5 & 6 Life is beyond different when a
girl is in love with a superhero, and Emmalina
Crist is basking in every passionate,
supercharged second of the dream. But
lightning bolts and power pulses can’t replace
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the trust she and Reece need to survive as a
couple—a bond that’s challenged when a
significant secret is withheld. In a quest for
clarity, Emma flees to New York—but Reece
soon follows when learning the Consortium is
ready to get back at him by targeting her. His
mission to keep her safe has Emma more
jumbled than ever. Is she strong enough to be
with a man—a superhero—like him on a longterm basis? The ignition of their bodies is
undeniable, but is the fire of their souls just
as formidable? What happens when lightning
flares but has no ground? When a night of
celebration goes horrifyingly awry, disaster
strikes. Reece has to chase down the people
who have taken his woman and ripped out his
heart. But saving Emma also means reliving
the hell of his past.
Banished Saga, Book 3
Puke Force
Ruling Magic Series Book 3
Bared
The Element Saga Volume 1
Invisible Kingdom Volume 1
What if you found out that you could use
magic in a world where magic had been dead
for a thousand years? That’s the situation
that Sirus finds himself in when he
discovers a strange Stone buried deep in
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the underground city of Serris. As the
Stone begins to unlock abilities in
himself that he never knew he had, he sets
out to better uncover the mystery of his
strange discovery. Along the way, he finds
himself caught in the middle of a brutal
civil war and a team of companions who
seem to have competing motives of their
own. Everything changes, though, when an
ancient evil resurfaces and Sirus finds
out that he’s the only one who can stop
it. Unsure of who to trust, Sirus must
unite the warring factions and uncover the
secrets of his own power before it’s too
late.
From the scaling of Pointe-du-Hoc and the
assault on Pegasus Bridge, to the landings
on the Utah, Omaha, Gold, Juno, and Sword
beaches, this new Campaign Book for Bolt
Action allows players to take command of
the Allied Forces or those of the
defending Axis. Featuring new linked
scenarios, rules, troop types, and Theatre
Selectors, this volume provides plenty of
options for both novice and veteran
players looking to recreate these famous
battles and begin the liberation of
Europe.
"I was truly captivated with the
relationship and how it grew in the best,
and yet flawed way." ~White Hot Reads Once
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upon a time, a girl attended a big party
at the palace, met a prince, and they fell
in love… My name is Claire Montgomery, and
I’m no princess. I’m a fighter. I’ve
worked hard to earn my place with one of
the largest public relations companies in
the country, and I’m on the verge of one
of the most important victories of my
career. We’ve been called to Stone Global
Corporation to clean up the family’s
filthiest laundry, and I’m on my game. I’m
ready. But am I ready for Killian Stone?
They say it’s never too late to live
happily ever after… I’m Killian Stone.
They call me the Enigma of the Magnificent
Mile. Elite tycoons want into my bank
account, and their wives and daughters
want into my pants. They’ll do anything
for a piece of the enigma―until a crack in
our castle is too large to ignore. I’m
thrilled. This scandalous fissure
distracts everyone’s attention from the
bigger secret I’m hiding. But when Claire
Montgomery walks through my door, I’m
captivated. For the first time in my life,
I long to shed the enigma. To share…my
secret.
The new series from Angel Payne and
Victoria Blue
Bolt: Bolt Saga: Volume One
Strike Zone
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Bolt Action: Campaign: D-Day: Overlord
Black Bolt Vol. 1
Light: Bolt Saga: Volume Six
No Prince Charming
In this unforgettable novel for fans of One Day and The Time
Traveler’s Wife, a young Isaac Newton falls in love with a girl living
in modern-day San Francisco, defying the laws of physics to forge a
seemingly impossible connection. “Thoughtful, magical, and alive
with romantic alchemy, Love and Gravity is a rare gem of a book, both
intellectual and beautiful.”—New York Times bestselling author
Sarah Addison Allen Andrea Louviere is seven years old the first time
he appears. While she’s alone in her bedroom, practicing her
beloved cello, the light shivers and a crack forms in the wall. Through
the crack, she sees a candle, a window, a desk—and a boy. In the eerie
silence, the boy clearly sees Andrea too. Then, as quickly as it opened,
the crack closes and he vanishes. Over the years, summoning the boy
becomes an obsession for Andrea. On her seventeenth birthday, she
receives a three-hundred-year-old love letter from Isaac Newton.
Andrea knows that Isaac will change the world with his
groundbreaking discoveries; the letter tells Andrea that she will change
him. As Isaac’s letters intensify in passion and intimacy, Andrea
grows determined to follow his clues to their shared destiny—despite a
burgeoning romance in the present. Only when she discovers the way
into Isaac’s time does Andrea realize that she faces a heartbreaking
decision between what was . . . and what might be. Praise for Love and
Gravity “Sotto’s remarkable story keeps the reader guessing until
the very end. . . . The imaginative blend of romance, history, and
paranormal is compulsively readable, hits all the romantic high notes,
and provides a novel explanation for the development of calculus;
highly recommended.”—Library Journal, (starred review) “Hard to
put down.”—Publishers Weekly “Ingenious.”—Dear Author
“Creative and heartfelt, this novel captured my imagination and my
heart with ease. . . . Samantha Sotto certainly gave us readers an
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original, almost fanciful story that was filled to the brim with real and
very raw emotions.”—Harlequin Junkie “Catching right from the
start . . . If you like time travel romance novels, this book will not
disappoint!”—The Lit Bitch Praise for Samantha Sotto’s Before
Ever After “I was floored by the gutsy scope of this highly unusual
love story. Before Ever After is one of those books that challenges the
natural laws of fiction writing, and Samantha Sotto pulls it off in a frisky
and highly entertaining way.”—Anne Fortier, New York Times
bestselling author of Juliet “I was absolutely enchanted by Before Ever
After. It’s a highly original and engaging mix of romance, mystery,
and magic that will challenge everything you think you know about
happily ever after.”—Jill Smolinski, author of Objects of My
Affection “A smartly written romance, mystery, and historical
adventure all wrapped up in a page-turner that will have you guessing
until the very end.”—Adena Halpern, author of The Ten Best Days
of My Life “Exquisitely written and inventively told, Before Ever After
is a beautiful, moving—and quite fun—exploration of what you think
you know about your own life.”—Melissa Senate, author of The Love
Goddess’ Cooking School
"Original, suspenseful, sexy, and just phenomenal!" ~Belles Book
Labyrinth Parts 16, 17 & 18 As Reece and Emma Richards await the
biggest miracle of their lives, their anticipation is mixed with
apprehension. The Consortium has fallen eerily silent, increasing the
couple’s dread about the superpowered chaos being brewed by the
cunning Faline and her growing army of brainwashed worshippers. But
the gift of a new life also brings a rush of new hope for the super duo,
reconnecting Reece and Emma in ways they never imagined. Soon, the
power of love spreads through the rest of Team Bolt. Celebrations are
in order, and Faline’s wickedness is eclipsed—until Bolt and Flare are
called to help with a bizarre search and rescue beneath LA’s bustling
streets. During the mission, the pair make a discovery that changes
everything. As Reece and Emma discover their nemesis’s plans for
global domination, they must face off with Faline in one last battle that
will test their unity, push their limits, and force them to trust in their
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greatest power of all: the light of everlasting love.
Bolt Saga Part Two: "Sometimes, fighting the flames only fans them--as
Emma Crist and Reece Richards have quickly learned. But Reece's
secret identity threatens their electric attraction when a face from his
past reappears, leading to a confrontation that changes everything.
Emma now knows the truth about what Reece does in his "spare time."
But what can she do about it? The man behind Bolt's mask is the love
she refuses to give up--but she's not alone. A band of rogue scientists
still want their prize lab rat back, and they've enlisted Reece's gorgeous
and dangerous ex-girlfriend to help. Emma's always known she's
wanted more than your typical average relationship--but what happens
when destiny comes with danger? Is the power of love strong enough
to survive supercharged evil?" -Parts 13, 14 & 15 With her physical abilities ignited beyond
imagination, Emmalina Crist now stands as an equal with the love of
her life, Reece Richards. The only thing better than becoming a badass
warrior by day is basking in the man’s passion by night. But the
newly christened Flare—and all her solar-powered abilities—must
remain a secret from the world, hidden from enemies that threaten to
reemerge at any moment...like the most important day of Reece and
Emma’s life. The crisis exposes a new layer to the Consortium’s vile
vendetta and forces the newlyweds into a painful separation. When
Reece and Emma are finally reunited, the joy is double-edged. Team
Bolt is still in danger, and there’s a precious new life they’ll do
anything to protect—including going into hiding. With her identity
stripped and her life changed, Emma questions her choices and retreats
from Reece. The hero of LA is broken and searching for answers, and
everything hangs in the balance.
Pulse: Bolt Saga: Volume Three
Love and Gravity
The Superhero's Return (free superheroes)
The Eldargonn Saga Book One: Talisman
I AM, An Alternate Saga of Biblical Proportions
The Greystone Saga Volume One
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She's finally done it. Mother's pushed me over the edge. The
woman has taken things from me. People. One of them I can
never get back. She started this war thinking we'd simply fall
down at her feet. You know, kiss her expensive little stilettos.
After all, she's the most powerful mage in existence. And she's
got help. We're outnumbered and, to be honest, outmatched.
But me and Rik? Together, we might just be enough. Fate has
brought us together--irrevocably and in ways we never saw
coming. And that's not all. A darkness has awoken within me,
and I have to admit, I kinda like it. It gives me power like I've
never had before. I see the other mages, scampering out of my
way like I'm some kind of monster. Maybe I am. Doesn't
matter. What's important is that Mother knows I'm coming for
her. Her reign? It's ending. And it won't be the only thing I
destroy when I get there. Guardian Heir is the third book in
the completed Ruling Magic Series. Set in a modern world
ruled by mages and filled with betrayal, intrigue, danger, and
a little bit of romance, this compelling urban fantasy will grip
you from the get go.
Two of Angel Payne’s most beloved series collide for the first
time! It was supposed to be a quick and easy mission. It
became the night that changed his life. Being in the wrong
place at the wrong time isn’t new for Max Brickham. During
his years in black ops, it was the norm more than the
exception, including the mission that broke his spirit and
ended his career. As an independent contractor, he’s now able
to accept the cushy jobs that are best left beneath law
enforcement’s radar—like the assignment he takes on as a
quick favor for a longtime friend. Find a princess in a city of
millions before her enemies know what he’s up to. Simple,
right? Never has he been so wrong. Jayd Cimarron, princess
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of Arcadia beloved by her people and the media alike, has fled
her island home after learning terrible secrets about her past.
She’s in Paris seeking answers, but in Brick’s protective
custody she finds so much more. Hidden passions. Wicked
sins. The magical pieces of her sensual side, revealed by this
man’s hypnotic dominance…and addicting touch. Under cover
and on the run, Brick and Jayd crisscross the City of Light
while fighting to stay one step ahead of the Arcadian
insurgents who want to imprison her, while hunting for the one
man who can unlock her past. It’s a terrifying tightwire
without a safety net, but reaching to each other for balance is
even more frightening. Every new embrace means more
truths—and vulnerabilities—are bared. Stripped to their cores,
can they find enough trust and strength in each other to fly
into freedom…or fall into heartbreak?
Four young men called forth by destiny. A council of elders
and their quest to protect the land against an ancient evil. The
supernatural link that binds them both together through the
barrier of time. Troubling times have come to Charm City,
Maryland. A demonic alliance has been formed, and a dark
era is approaching. Only the Elementals—those born of fire,
air, earth, and water—can prevent the destruction of all they
hold dear. But what happens when one of their own breaks the
pact and turns against them? Devin and his friends head off to
college, ready to pledge to a fraternity during Rush Week.
Soon, they begin having strange dreams that hint at their
mystical lineage. With the help Devin’s cousin, Misty, and her
Wiccan coven, they begin to unravel a tangled web of
supernatural conspiracies plaguing the campus. Along the
way, Misty begins to understand that her cousin may have
powers that he does not suspect… WELCOME TO CHARM
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CITY, the first installment in Kevin Cornell’s THE ELEMENT
SAGA series, is a wildly entertaining tale full of sassy witches,
ancient sorcerers, fire-breathing dragons, and one very
twisted professor, all coming together in a contemporary
blend of urban fantasy and comedy that will leave you wanting
more.
Eisner Winner for Best New Series of 2020! Hugo and World
Fantasy Award-winning author G. Willow Wilson (Ms.
Marvel) and acclaimed artist Christian Ward (2020 Eisner
Winner for Best Painter/Digital Artist on this title) team up for
an epic sci-fi saga! In a small solar system in a far-flung
galaxy, two women—one a young religious acolyte and the
other, a hard-bitten freighter pilot—uncover a conspiracy
between the leaders of the most dominant religion and an allconsuming mega-corporation. On the run from reprisals on
both sides, this unlikely pair must decide where their loyalties
lie—and risk plunging the world into anarchy if they reveal the
truth. Collects Invisible Kingdom #1–#5.
A Novel
Undaunted Love (PART ONE)
Blood of Zeus: Book One
Misadventures with a Duke
Welcome to Charm City
Dawn: Volume I of the Templarii Saga
An ancient grudge. A forbidden love. The
only thing worse than being a demon is
being a Valari. As an undergraduate at Los
Angeles’s Alameda University, Kara Valari
can sometimes succeed at forgetting she’s
both. Lost between the pages of the
classics and tucked into the shadows of
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lecture halls, she can dodge the
paparazzi’s lenses as well as her family’s
publicized dramas—not to mention their
private expectations. She has one more
year to feed her true passions. Then
she’ll be expected to fulfill a much
darker destiny. Cursed with inexplicable
strength and godlike stature, literature
professor Maximus Kane knows all about
darkness. Every day he’s reminded of the
missteps of his childhood and the
devastating consequences they’ve had on
those dearest to him. To atone, Maximus
spends his nights alone and his days
submerged in the quiet life of academia.
His existence has become a study in
control, and he’s become a master at
it—until Kara Valari walks into his
toughest course. Viscerally, Kara’s
everything he craves. Logically, she’s
everything he rejects. She’s a starlet of
privilege. She’s also a student. And after
one touch, he can’t deny that she’s
awakened something in him that may never
go dormant. Nothing about her makes sense,
but everything about her feels right.
Especially in the deepest strands of his
DNA, which are still shadows of mystery to
him—a mystery Kara seems determined to
uncover. She’s Hollywood royalty. She’s
forbidden fruit. And he’s pretty sure she
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could be the answer to everything.
Collects Black Bolt #1-6. The king of the
Inhumans has been imprisoned! But where?
Why has he been jailed? And who could be
powerful enough to hold the uncanny Black
Bolt? The answers will shock you - and
Blackagar Boltagon as well! For if he is
to learn the truth, he must first win a
fight to the death against a fellow
inmate: the Absorbing Man! As a prison
revolt begins, Death's Head enters the
fray - but is he there to help, or to
hunt? And who - or what - is the warden of
this strange place? Whatever it is, the
Jailer knows only penance and fear. And
soon, so will the Silent King! Awardwinning sci-fi writer Saladin Ahmed crafts
a story fit for the mind-bending art of
Christian Ward!
Bolt: Bolt Saga: Volume OneWaterhouse
PressSurge: Bolt Saga: Volume
FiveWaterhouse Press
The kings and queens of the northern
continent lay siege to the Darkwater
Forest, desperate to contain its evil. But
rumors of gold and aurium have lured
deserters and the desperate into its
shadow, creating a growing army held in
its sway. Desperate after the death and
dissolution of their greatest ally, Willet
and the Vigil seek the truth of what lies
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at the heart of the evil they face. They
delve the mind of an old enemy and find an
answer far worse than they could have
imagined. Danger stalks the cities of the
north, striking at the rulers of the
kingdoms. As Willet and the rest of the
Vigil seek to find answers, the group is
scattered with an ever-growing darkness
around them. Will they discover a path to
keep their land safe, or will an ancient
evil reclaim the world it once called its
own?
Book One: The Clan
Fuse: Bolt Saga: Volume Four
Farmers & Mercenaries - Book One of the
Genesis of Oblivion Saga (ePub Ed)
DemonWars Saga Volume 1
The Shattered Vigil (The Darkwater Saga
Book #2)
Black Bolt Vol. 2

Broken: In spirit by the death of her daughter and by
disillusionment with her marriage, Savannah
Montgomery must find the strength to rediscover her
sense of self-worth. Living in a mansion in Boston’s
Back Bay, surrounded by maids, she’s learned
wealth alone will not bring happiness. Submerged in
a deep depression, a chance encounter brings
friendship into her life. Will her friend’s faith in her
embolden her to embrace a newly envisioned
future? Disillusioned: By his actions in the
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Philippines during the Spanish-American War,
Jeremy McLeod believes he will continue to battle
the darkness alone. Returning home to Boston’s
North End, wounded in body and spirit, he consigns
himself to a solitary life. Working in his brother’s
workshop brings much needed solace, but will it be
enough? Dedicated: To forging a life with her
husband Gabriel, in Montana, Clarissa McLeod is
determined to fulfill her role as wife. When actions
from her past continue to haunt her present and
threaten her future, will Clarissa trust in her
husband’s love and surmount her deepest fears?
Undaunted Love follows the McLeod, Sullivan, and
Russell families as they struggle against injustice,
persevere against loss and betrayal, and learn that
the strongest bonds are the ones forged by loyalty
and love.
Patrick Carr Launches a New Suspense-filled
Fantasy Epic When one man is brutally murdered
and the priest he works for mortally wounded on the
streets of Bunard, Willet Dura is called to investigate.
Yet the clues to the crime lead to contradictions and
questions without answers. As Willet begins to
question the dying priest, the man pulls Willet close
and screams in a foreign tongue. Then he dies
without another word. Willet returns to the city, no
closer to answers than before, but his senses are
skewed. People he touches appear to have a subtle
shift, a twist seen at the edge of his vision, and it's as
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though he can see their deepest thoughts. In a world
divided between haves and have-nots, gifted and
common, Willet soon learns he's been passed the
rarest gift of all: a gift that's not supposed to exist.
Now Willet must pursue the murderer still on the
loose in Bunard even as he's pulled into a much
more dangerous and epic conflict that threatens not
only his city, but his entire world--a conflict that will
force him to come to terms with his own tortured past
if he wants to survive.
Each book is a freestanding work that relies on the
others but can be read independently. In Book One,
we find out that Galanor is the last in an ancient line
of humanoids who had found their way to Earth
thousands of years earlier. They were an exceptional
race of creatures and established outposts in various
parts of the primeval Earth. One of those places was
Atlantis. Raised as an orphan by a man of
extraordinary skill and wisdom, he amasses great
wealth and prominence. The book opens with him
standing at the site of his mentor’s funeral pyre,
alone and forlorn. He vows revenge on the entity
whose agents caused his friend’s death. As the
book unfolds he finds out that he is not an orphan;
that his father is the Atlantean High Priest and head
of the ruling elite. There first meeting doesn’t go
very well; but love and patience win out. Father and
son are ultimately reconciled; but, not soon enough.
Atlantis is doomed; and Galanor must watch as his
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new found father, is taken from him by the forces of
nature and the demands of the universe. Book two
finds Galanor at the helm of a might Atlantean
warship: The Salafar. It opens with them docking in
port city, in kingdom controlled by the most foul and
corrupt of rulers. After taking decisive revenge for
the brutal murder one of his most trusted and loyal
comrades, he and his crew are pursued to an island
where he engages the enemy fleet. During the heat
of the battle he is approached by two corrupt and
destructive forces: a wizard who promises him a
prize of great value in exchange for his assistance;
and the incarnation of the demon (Azool) whom he
has vowed to destroy. Following the victorious
outcome of the battle, the demon takes residence in
his soul, sending him into a deep coma. His crew,
under the sway of the wizard. Decide to sail to an
island where, presumably, a great treasure resides.
Galanor escapes Azool’s coma; rescues his crew;
discovers the “treasure” is, in fact an ancient map,
leading to an island at the top of the world; an island,
the existence of which had been erased from human
memory a thousand generations before; an island
that is his ancestral home, and site of the city built
and inhabited by those who first discovered this
planet. Once there, he discovers a portal to a realm
between realities. Book three, finds Galanor entering
the portal and slipping into that interim realm. There,
he meets the specters who are it’s sole inhabitants.
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They explain something of his lineage and of their
plight. They want to ask for his help but feel it would
mean his doom. He accepts the challenge, knowing
full well that he will not survive. With that he passes
into the next realm. It is a realm that exist as the sole
creation and province of a mad god; and god he has
sworn to kill. It is here that Galanor meets the
woman the fates have created to be his life mate,
Kara-Ma-Nea. She is a strong, skilled and dedicated
warrior; a guardian of the borders of her homeland;
and heir to an ancient lineage. She is also the most
beautiful woman he has ever seen. Their loves
develops and grows, as he is stricken blind while
fighting bat-like creatures in her defense; and she
risks everything to save him. In time, she takes him
to the mountain retreat of the god whose will
sustains her world. He climbs the mountain;
encounters the god (whom he discovers is another
of his ancestors);and slays him, only to discover that
his soul had become a refuge for the the demongod, Azool. During their exchange, Galanor learns
many things about his true nature; things that are to
unimaginative for him to accept. He slays Azool (or
so he thinks), and discovers that a grey mist is
sweeping over the world. It is destroying everything.
In killing the god, who was the substance supporting
this reality, he has doomed an entire universe,
including Kara. He tries to save her, but can’t. He
returns to his world a broken and self destructive
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man. He has to live with the fact that he was
responsible for death on an unprecedented scale;
and that he taken the life of the only woman he will
ever love.
For millennia, the medieval world of Diaxophas has
lived in peace. But when a scientist named Dyven
shares his discovery with the High Council of
Diaxophas, he and all its members soon turn up
either dead or missing. What did Dyven discover and
why was he silenced? Who is behind this treachery
and why are they targeting the Royal Family itself for
blame and scandal? Why is a haunting children’s
nursery rhyme suddenly on everyone’s mind? There
are few clues to go on other than whispers of a
mythical race of shape shifters and Dyven’s hand
scribbled drawing of a goat’s eye. Aglar, the High
King of Diaxophas, must solve this mystery and find
his missing daughter in order to save a people on
the brink of civil war. Welcome to the last days of
Diaxophas!
Beyond Good & Evil: the Galanor Saga Volume I
Ignite
FF By Jonathan Hickman Vol. 2
Blood of Zeus
Ignite: Bolt Saga: Volume Two
"In a quest for clarity, Emma flees to New
York--but Reece soon follows when learning
the Consortium is ready to get back at him by
targeting her. His mission to keep her safe
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has Emma more jumbled than ever. Is she
strong enough to be with a man--a
superhero--like him on a long-term basis? The
ignition of their bodies is undeniable, but
is the fire of their souls just as
formidable? What happens when lightning
flares but has no ground?" -Dawn tells the story of a disillusioned young
war veteran, a professional thief, the eldest
daughter of a powerful house, an acolyte of a
forbidden religion, and a promising
squire--all of whom share a common destiny.
Caught in the political and religious
rivalries of the Free Kingdoms as they wage
war against the great Empire of Andelay,
these characters find themselves dragged into
an ideological conflict that has been raging
underneath the surface of society since ages
primordial. As diverse religions seek to
explain the purpose of mankind, a select few
find themselves the unknowing inheritors to a
power that can shape the world to their
vision. If only they shared the same
vision...
Collects Black Bolt #7-12. Black Bolt and his
unlikely allies are finally free from their
strange captivity, but their escape came at a
high cost. Now, the Midnight King returns to
Earth with a heavy heart and a new companion:
a telepathic alien child with nowhere left to
go. But the journey home is long and full of
dangers — and a horde of space pirates is the
least of them! And what awaits Black Bolt at
his destination is judgment! In his absence,
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the Inhumans were rounded up and imprisoned —
and someone must pay the price for the
horrors they’ve endured. Will Black Bolt
survive the wrath of his own people? Will
Steve Rogers bear the brunt of Black Bolt’s?
What are the lethal Lash’s plans for
Inhumanity? And when the Jailer comes for
him, who can save Black Bolt?
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